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Cinia invites partners to join the Arctic
Connect initiative


Cinia is a modern infrastructure company providing network, cloud and software
services



Cinia is a private company with State of Finland as a major shareholder together
with Finnish financial institutions. Cinia owns and operates a 15 000 km backbone
network in northern Europe together with carrier partners and provides services all
around the world



In 2014-2016 Cinia developed and invested in C-Lion1 subsea cable between Finland
and Germany, providing a new strategic route between East and West



Finnish government has a strategic target to increase connectivity in the Arctic
region and enhance the development of the Arctic data route



Cinia has been requested to facilitate Arctic Connect initiative and seek for private
partners to join the project. Project is beginning reinitiated development phase
pending seed funding to progress the project

Cinia’s backbone and partner network

Arctic Connect is a high capacity undersea fiber optic cable
connecting Japan – Russia – Norway – USA via the Northeast
Passage
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Unique opportunity to link Europe, Asia,
Eurasia and North America through north
fostering future growth and promoting
digitalization


Data cable systems are the new trading routes in digital economy.
Digitalization and change in the world economy will be a major paradigm
shift and boost digital development in Asia and Russia together with Europe
and North America



The focus of building high-speed submarine cables has been between North
America and Asia and between North America and Europe, but also
the increasing data flow between Europe, Eurasia and Asia requires
improved direct connectivity



The need for more interconnectivity is unquestionable, the Northeast
passage is logical and has significant upside
>200%
the expected growth of
direct traffic flow
between Europe and
Asia in the next 5 years

Source: PwC analysis

The new northern connection between Europe and Asia
would bring 25-40% decrease in latency compared to
the traditional southern route
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Rapid growth of data traffic demands
expanded connectivity between Europe,
Asia, Eurasia and North America


There is a huge transformation from operator led network and connectivity
into cloud based connectivity and datacenter-datacenter business



Growth and importance of Asia is already playing a vital role today and
connectivity between Europe, Eurasia and Asia will be a bottleneck in the
coming years



IoT and industry sectors moving into industrial internet will be a major driver
for growth



Growth in 2010-2017 has been enormous but the years 2018-2030 will
provide even more change and challenges



Different industry segments play a vital role in planning the system and its
lifecycle development

North America
2012: 469 Exabytes
2017: 1.9
Zettabytes
CAGR 32%

Western Europe
2012: 225 Exabytes
2017: 770 Exabytes
CAGR 28%

Asia and Oceania
2012: 319 Exabytes
2017: 1.9
Zettabytes
CAGR 43%

Latin America
2012: 77 Exabytes
2017: 298 Exabytes
CAGR 31%

Eastern and
Central Europe
2012: 69 Exabytes
2017: 325 Exabytes
CAGR 36%

Middle East and
Africa
2012: 17 Exabytes
2017: 157 Exabytes
CAGR 57%

Global internet and smart devices penetration is
growing rapidly with remarkable focus in Asia
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Key aspects for the future development
and growth of Arctic areas is to pursue
sustainable business models


Arctic areas can be a game changer for global connectivity and therefore
infrastructure investments and growth plans should be planned and
developed with both private and public interests



There are around 900 planned projects in the region requiring $1 trillion
investments – need for infrastructure in the area is eminent



Especially northern parts of Eurasia pursue a huge potential for economic
growth and development



Building datacenters in areas with renewable energy also provides growth
potential with less environmental impact



Datacenters and cloud providers are an important part of the ecosystem
together with operators

Development in the Arctic

Source: Bloomberg and Guggenheim Partners

From roads to new mines, these are some of the
largest projects on each country’s wish list, according
to Guggenheim Partners
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Today there are no direct connections with
sea cable through Arctic waters– the Arctic
Connect sub-sea cable system would gain
strong diversity benefits…


The illustration of global data routes shows that Eurasia is lacking seacable
connectivity and the global routes are not utilizing northern routes



Current connections go via the Red Sea district or through the Americas



With direct connections to Asia, the Eurasian datacenter operations could for
example be run in Northern Eurasia with lower electricity costs and in a more
datacenter favorable climate – combined with lower latencies compared to
the traditional routes



When nowadays much of the data traffic is originated from consumer-centric
data, in the longer term there will be a new kind of need for secure and
reliable connections with the rise of industrial internet



As datacenters expand and are becoming more vital for digital economy,
Arctic Connect offers a solution for datacenter-datacenter connectivity

6

Arctic Connect would gain strong diversity benefits by
connecting directly with Asian markets
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…and current routes are not sufficient to
meet the increasing demand of data and
build sustainable business models in the
Arctic region


Majority of global traffic between Europe and Asia transits through the Red
Sea & Egypt chokepoint or the transpacific route



It is normal for cables to experience cuts and the chokepoint has resulted in
multiple simultaneous cable cuts which have caused a number of major
disruptions over the last several years



Most of the traffic originating from Asia is currently routed through
transpacific routes via North America and transatlantic to Europe causing
unnecessary delays in traffic and setting unnecessary economic strength to
North America



Terrestrial routes across Eurasia are a viable alternative but technological
advantages of submarine cables are inevitable in cross-border and express
routes



Due to the absence of viable alternatives, significant investments in
undersea cables along this route have continued in southern routes.
Continued demand growth will soon begin driving plans to build another
cable along this route (i.e. SEA-ME-WE-6 and AAE-2). Arctic Connect will
become the viable alternative

Illustration

Vulnerable
RedIntroduction
Sea && Opportunity
Egypt
Chokepoint

“Three fiber optic cables off the coast of Egypt were
cut in March, leaving about 1 billion people in Europe,
Africa, and Asia with up to 60 percent slower Internet
connections.”
Peter Savodnik and Jennifer Daniel, Bloomberg
Business Week, April 11, 2013
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Arctic Connect solves multiple connectivity
issues and supports Asian development
with connectivity to other continents


Arctic submarine system provides needed diversity for data flows across
three continents directly connecting Europe with Asia and the west coast
of USA



The route opens the opportunity for connectivity to isolated Arctic regions by
using branchings from the main cable system



The network architecture enables connection of the two major global
subsystems which in turn connects Eurasia with approximately 85% of the
world’s population



Network system includes an independent Russian network with connections
to Europe and Asia, both Japan and China
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The north route connects Eurasia to 85% of the worlds
population and creates opportunities for expanding
terrestrial data infrastructure and increasing digital
development in Russia and Eurasia
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Effective network traffic is the prerequisite
for all aspects of development in the Arctic
region
1 Investments to the Arctic region and for scientific research
Datacenters
Datacenters need a high level of connectivity to provide capacity for the
latest telecommunication services, and the Arctic environment offers optimal
settings for it
Direct international investments
Direct investments from companies or start ups
may also be attractive to implement in this area

3 Cities on the shore of the Arctic Ocean
Arctic regional development strategy 2020
The strategy consists of boosting Arctic population
and economy by interconnecting them and providing
them with new technologies and infrastructures,
giving them access to the global economy and modern
information services

2 International business requiring high-speed connections
Several companies are seeking quality connections for industrial internet

4 Internet service consumers
The falling cost of smartphones and cloud computing opens up access to
internet for everyone, giving great social benefits such as e-health or
e-education, and gives a broader access to internet services
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IoT and big data create a new wave of
requirements for global data traffic
Data growth


The booming of global IP traffic causes an exceptional need for a growing
number of datacenters to store the data and reliable connections with high
capacity to move the data. Growth is expected both in business IP traffic as
well as in business internet traffic



The ongoing technological development of devices generates enormous
amounts of data which in most cases is stored remotely for eventual
analysis. This also creates completely new needs for data storage and
transfer. All the remotely stored data must be transferred somehow every
time it is accessed

Internet of Things


IoT is a network of all connected physical devices, vehicles, buildings,
electronic apparels, etc. that are equipped with sensors, electronics, software
and network connection enabling the devices to collect and exchange data.
IoT devices are bringing the upsides of technology to our everyday living



Secure connectivity and accessibility regardless of the location is one of the
main features of the IoT ecosystem. Thus, the IoT devices and solutions
require advanced network solutions in order to communicate and create the
ecosystem. Security in the IoT network is crucial from the very first point
after devices are connected
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Source: Cisco Global Cloud Index: Forecast and Methodology, 2016–2021

According to Cisco, the number of devices connected to
IP networks will be three and a half times as high as
the global population in 2021
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Today’s investments deliver more valueadded capacity compared to older cable
systems built around 1999 to 2001


During the dot-com bubble global CAPEX in cable systems reached extreme
figures. A single cable built on a route today has more capacity than all the
cables combined built in that era



Demand has continued and high rates of growth are causing a resurgence
highly influenced by OTT investments. This is expected to continue as the
compounded annual growth rates of demand exceed the rate of increase in
fiber pair capacity



Many cables are being built between North America and Europe or Asia, in
order to connect the world’s OTT-owned mega-datacenters. Other
strategically-placed non-OTT datacenters are also becoming hubs for
transoceanic cables



Transoceanic cables are increasingly private and small consortia (co-build)
projects, often with OTT’s owning fiber pairs. Machine-to-machine traffic
drives much of the cable capacity demand



New cables are built for a variety of reasons, e.g.:
−

OTT’s desire for fiber pair ownership on multiple (3-5) diverse routes

−

Many users’ preference for direct connectivity (security and low-latency)

−

Competition / New connectivity

Initial Submarine Cable Construction Costs per Year, Globally
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Source: TeleGeography

The need for new cable systems is strong as the
compounded annual growth rates of demand exceed
the rate of increase in fiber pair capacity
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Arctic Connect, Roadmap

Implementation Phase
2019/20…

Development Phase
2017 – 2018/19
Political Feasibility Study
2016
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Discussion

GÉANT and RedCLARA announce
signature of BELLA contract for 25-year
direct transatlantic connectivity
02 August 2018

Noticias - RedCLARA
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GÉANT, Europe’s leading collaboration on e-infrastructure and
services for research and education, and RedCLARA, the Latin
American Research and Education Network, today announced the
signing of an Indefeasible Right of Use (IRU) contract with
EllaLink, for spectrum on a direct submarine cable connecting
Europe and Latin America.



Would Arctic Connect work as a similar arrangement towards
Arctic and Global climate research ?
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Notes
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